ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
STYLE: ENCLOSED, AIR COOLED, DRY TYPE,
IGNITION TRANSFORMER
PRIMARY: 110V. 50HZ.
SECONDARY: 5000V. AT 20 MA.
(ONE END OF SEC. GROUNDED TO CORE & CASE)
INSULATION SYSTEM: 105°C
TEMPERATURE RAISE: 55°C
RATING: 115 VA.
APPROVAL: UL. LISTED FILE #E12339
CUL LISTED THRU U.L. FILE #E12339

☐ APPROVED
☐ APPROVED WITH CHANGES

COMPANY __________________________
BY __________ DATE __________

REV: C TITLE: OUTLINE FOR 115 VA.1PH. 50HZ.
REV: B REV APPROVALS 4/17/14 JL
REV: A AUTO CAD 7/10/06 JL
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